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Experiments probing the deuteron str~cture at short distances with smooth 
transition to the intermediate and large distances provide a basis for cru
cial tests of the rriodern QCD-motivated theory of strong interactions.,, Such 
data are particularily important when the internal momentum is too large 
to allow separate identities for the nucleons in the deuteron. The ,very no
tion of the ~ave function is not defined in this region at ~IL Progress, has 
been achieved l, 2 especially in the measurement of cross section data and po
larization observables for the inclusive deuteron, breakup A( d, p )X · fot beam 

_ momenta up to 9GeV/c (Fig. 1), The main results are as follows: (1) the 
empirical momentum density (EMD) of the nucleon in the deuteron is almost 
independent of the deuteron energy, of the target and of the type of the-inchi-' 
sive breakup reaction (see Fig.lb and refs. 1, 2). (2) Polarization observables 
are also largely ind~pendent of the'target and initial energy up to 9 GeV/ c, as 
follows from comparison of our new data with data of ref.2 (Fig.la,c,d). (3) Im
pulse Appr,oximation (IA) predictions are in agreement with all data sets only 
far k ::::; 150 Me V / c; a drastic disagreement is seen beyond this region. More 
complicated models, taking into account various additional contributions to 
the reaction mechanism, or "relativization effects", result in a partial success 
for a given observable, but not for the whole set of observables (Fig. 1,2 and 
ref.3; see also references ther~in). 

l.. New preliminary data on T20 in p(d,p)X reaction at 0° and 
· discussion. 

We present here new preliminary data on the tensor analyzing power 
T20 of the bre~kup reaction p(d,p)X at 0° obtained up to k ~ 0.8_GeV/c 
(Fig. la, open circles). The experiment was done using the ALPHA setup 
at the Dubna synchrophasotron; the "up" and "down" polarized deuterons 
were produced by the source POLARIS; the polarization modes were changed 
"burst-after-bur'st". The tensor beam polarization was measured using a 2-arm 
polarimeter4: I p~~ I + I p~gwn I= 0.914 ± 0.012. We used digital TOF-trigger5 
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in the large k-region to select proton-fragments from a large background of 
inelastically scattered deuterons; as a by-product data on T20 for deep in
elastic p( d, d')X reaction were taken. The new breakup T20 data arc close to 
the carbon data from ref. 2 apart from minor deviation around k = 0.3 Ge V/ c 
(Fig.le); they agree well with data at lower energies (Fig.la) far from the kine
matical limit. There is no tendency to cross zero, a possibility not excluded 
by the previous carbon data at 9 Ge V / c which had big error bars. The inter
pretation of these data is normally based on two main assumptions: (I) the 
laboratory momentum PJr (or QJr in the deuteron rest frame) of the detected 
fragment proton is in one-to-one correspondence with the relative momentum 
of the deuteron constituents if, which is the argument of the DWF in the 
Schro~dinger equation in momentum space. This assumption justifies treating 
the argument of the DWF as an observable. (II) The spin state of the detected 
proton remains unchanged in the reaction. Authors of rcf. 3 argued that it is 
the assumption (II) together with the commonly accepted S-- a1id D-compo-

Fig.I Observables measured for 
the deuteron breakup on protons and 
carbon. (a) T20 data for p(d,p)X re-

. action versus the light cone variable k. 
Open circles: preliminary data from this 
experiment; solid squares: Saclay data 
from refs. 2. QCD-motivated asympotic 
value of T20 : short solid line. (b) The 
EMD extracted from data 1, 6. ( c) All 
bulk, of T2o data from refs.2 and this 
experiment. ( d) x:0 data taken from 
refs. 2. Solid lines: IA calculations based 
on Paris DWF. 
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urut st.rudure of the ])\VF which results in a remarkable data-to-data relation 
lwtwccn '/'20 and the ratio of the protou-fragrncnt polarization to the polar
ization of t lie \'ed orially polarized incident deuteron ( Ko): this relation is the 
equation of a c-irc!P in the 1{0 -1'20 plane. The advantages of this representation 
arc;1: (i) till• circl<' is indcpe11de11t on the particular form of the S + D DWF, 
(ii) the specific 111omc11t um variable needs not to be defined explicitly. 

Fig. 2 (a) 1{0-Tw plot with the circlc•:l_ Data points arc from ref. 1 

(Saclay exp.); short-dashed line: their fitted trajectory. The QCD~motivated 
asymJ)1 otic point: ruu 'square; the solid curvP: calculations from: rcf. 7. The 
stars mark the points wlwrc the ratio .r = D/S is equal to 0, ±oo, + 1 and 
-1. (b) The same with calculations from ref.8 with D\VF based on Bom; 
N - N potential. Solid li11c: full calculation, dashed line: calculation with 
only singl<' scatt'cring graphs (in both cases the complete elastic NX ampli
tude were used). ( c) l{o-Tw plot with trajcct ories c~lcnlated by Tokarcv9 for 
incidC'nt deuteron ki11Ctic 

0

<:ncrgi<'S 2.J Ge V (I), ,1.,15 Gr V (2) and ~ 2- 104 GcV 
(3)'. ( d) Tlw sarrn· l{u-'L'20 plot: with trn_jcc1 orics c;alculated including the P
wave adrnixtme as explained in re(1. Parameter ,\ was ii1troduced in rcL10 : 

pseudovcctor ( ,\ = O) and pscudoscalar ( ,\ = I) iT N N coupling. 
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The experimental data plotted on the t-.· 0 -'1'20 plane (Fig. 2) deviate 
from the circle, indicating that either the DWF has additional components, 
( .v· N P-wave 3), or that complicated spin dependent graphs modify the spin 
state of the detected proton. 
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ki<rnpeii JI.C. n ~p. El-94-155 
HOBble ~aHHhle 06 aml.lIH3Hpyro~eii crroco6HOCTH 
T 20 peaKIJ;llll pa3BaJia ~eiiTpOHa Ha rrp0TOHax rrpll 9 faB/ C 

n Koppem1u;m1 Me~y rrom1pn3au;noHHhIMH Ha6Jiro~aeMhIMH 

Ilpe~CTaBJieHbI H0Bhle (rrpe~BapHTeJihHhle) ~aHHhle o TeH30pHoii 
amUIH3Hpyro~eii crroco6HOCTH T 20 peaKIJ;llll pa3BaJia ~eiiTpOHa Ha rrp0T0Hax 

no~ yrJI0M 0°, II0JiyqeHHbie BIIJI0Tb ~o 3HaqeHHH BHyTpeHHero llMIIYJibCa 
K0HCTHTyeHT0B ~eiiTpOHa k ~ 0,8 f3B/c. OrrhIT BhIII0JIHeH Ha ycTaH0BKe 
AJihcI>A, Ha CHHxp0<pa30TpoHe 011.5111. ,UaHHhle o rrom1pn3au;noHHhIX Ha6JI10-
~aeMb1x B pa3BaJie ~eiiTpOHa aHaJill3HpyIOTC51 Ha IIJI0CK0CTH "o-T20. AHaJill3 

3TOH ~HarpaMMbl yKa3hIBaeT Ha TO, qTo JIH6o BcI>.U HMeeT ~0II0JIHHTeJibHhle 
K0MII0HeHTbl (N* N P-BOJIHa), m160 CJI0)KHhle CIIHH03aBHC.sI~He BKJia~hl B Me
xaHH3M peaKIJ;HH H3MeH.sIIOT CIIHH0B0e C0CT0.sIHHe perncTpttpyeMoro rrp0T0Ha. 

Pa60Ta BbIII0JIHeHa B Jia6opaTOpHH BblC0KHX 3Heprnii 011.5111. 

flpenpHIIT Qm,e~HHCIIHOro m1cnnyrn Sl~epHbIX HCCJIC~OBaHHH. ,D:y6Ha, 1994 

Azhgirey L.S. et al. El-94-155 
New Data on T20 in Inclusive Deuteron Breakup at 9 GeV/c 

on Protons and Correlation between Polarization Observables 

We present here new preliminary data on the tensor analyzing power T 20 
of the breakup reaction p(d, p)X at 0° obtained up to internal momentum of the 
deuteron constituents k ~ 0.8 GeV /c. The experiment was done using the 
ALPHA setup at the Dubna synchrophasotron. The experimental data on 
polarization observables in the deuteron breakup are analyzed on the K0-T20 

plane. This plot indicates that either the DWF has additional components, 
(N* NP-wave), or that complicated spin dependent graphs modify the spin state 
of the detected proton. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, 
JINR. 
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